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EDITORIAL Karl Low 
Survey Asks! 
 

Excuse me if this seems terse this week, there's currently a chinook 
coming into Calgary, and, like almost every time there's a chinook, 
it's accompanied by a nasty head-ache. 
 
Every year, I try to get out at least one survey so that I have a little 
guidance as to what you, the students, think of The Voice Magazine.  
Are you getting value from it?  What are we doing right? What are 
we doing wrong?  Unfortunately, last year kind of got away from us, 
but we're right back at it this year. 
 
The survey is around 25 questions long, and I'm always conscious 
myself when filling out these surveys how much personal information 
they often seem to want for no really good reason.  To that end, I try 
to keep the personal questions to a minimum. 
 
Of course, I don't expect you take it just out of the goodness of your 
heart (though that would be lovely), so, as I have with other survey's, 
we've picked up an 8" Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 with 32GB.  It's a 
decent little mini-tablet that has the ability to access AU's e-text 
system while you're on the go (if you can get wi-fi).  It uses the 

Android operating system, and it has the ability to take micro-SD cards so that if you're like me and squirrel 
away practically everything, when you fill this one you can just replace the card and keep going, never having 
to delete anything.   Fill out the survey, put your email address in the end, and after the survey is over, I'll draw 
a winner.  
 
I'll also draw some secondary winners who will get a lovely package of swag with the new Voice Logo that you 
don't even get to see on the site yet.  It'll be like you're part of an exclusive club.  If exclusive clubs were defined 
by the pictures on a coffee mug, that is. 
 
"But wait," you say, "I already have a tablet, and I've got more than enough cups and logo merchandise." 
 
To which I say, "Of course you do, you're a hip, happening person. Think of this as a chance to make one of 
your less fortunate friends a hip, happening person as well."  Plus, if you've ever read a certain article and 
thought to yourself, "That was cool.  He should have more like this," or once again skipped over that column 
you never read, the survey is a great way to let me know, and that way make the magazine even more to your 
liking. 
 
Convinced yet?  I thought so. 
In that case, your next step is to go to this link:   https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/2016Voice  answer some 
easy questions, and maybe win yourself a tablet.  Then get back here and finish off our Feature interview with 
AU educator Dr. Diehl-Jones, check out our interview with the AUSU President, get all kinds of free movies 
from the AU Library and the National Film Board, plus, of course, your regular assortment of 
other advice, entertainment, and reviews, all you need to enjoy the read! 

http://www.samsung.com/ca/consumer/mobile-devices/tablets/galaxy-tab-s/SM-T810NZKEXAC?cid=ca_ppc_google_mobile-Tab-S2-Model_samsung%20galaxy%20tab%20%2Bs%20%2B2_20150301&gclid=CK2JhbSc0MoCFQ9afgodqxAE9Q
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/2016Voice
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Dr. William Diehl-Jones is an associate professor of nursing with AU's 
Faculty of Health Disciplines, and sits on the research committee for 
the Children's Hospital Research Institute of Manitoba.  Recently, he 
took time out of his busy schedule to do this two-part interview for 
The Voice Magazine by Marie Well.  You can find the first part here. 
 
Marie: Do you use the Landing in your teaching practices?  Why or 
why not? 
William:  No, but I should.  I think it would be a good tool, but frankly, 
between my teaching, course design, and research and committee 
responsibilities, it has been one of those, "Oh yeah!  I've got to get to 
that" situations.  Still, it looks like it would be a great idea, and I think 
people put a lot of work into the Landing.  I to have a closer look at the 
Landing over the Christmas break.   
 
Marie:  If you had one piece of advice for online learners, what would 
it be? 
William:  It would be that you get out of it what you put into it.  You 
need to interact and engage with peers and professors to get the full 

value.   
 
Marie:  If you could wave a magic wand and improve one thing about online education, what would it be? 
William: One word: holograms! I think technology is getting there, right?  Instead of a video camera, why not a 
hologram?  It would be that one extra step closer to conveying a physical presence that a student can talk to 
 
Marie:  What is your view on interdisciplinary studies?  
William:  Really necessary.  I come at it from of the perspective of a researcher, in which interdisciplinary 
collaboration is an expectation of most major granting bodies.  In terms of education and teaching, I think some 
of the best and most useful innovations come when people from different disciplines come together.  Students 
in interdisciplinary studies can get the best of several worlds. 
 
Marie:  How do you keep abreast of best teaching practices? 
William:  You know what?  I've got some really great colleagues, from kinesiologists to nurses to psychologists, 
who all put a lot of thought into how they teach.  So, to improve my own teaching practices, I look forward to 
my Professional Development days in Edmonton with my colleagues.  I also search online for journals or other 
materials which highlights the latest and greatest. 
 
One thing in the future is to attend some teaching conferences. 

https://www.voicemagazine.org/archives/articledisplay.php?ART=11041
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Marie: What is Professional Development Day? 
William: We have a Dean who very wisely allocates time during our in-person faculty meetings to really focus 
on and discuss teaching and research innovations.  I have to say that that this is somewhat unique from my 
previous experience in academia.  That our Dean makes it a point to have Professional Development sessions, 
and encourages us to present on latest teaching innovations, is one of the reasons I chose AU.  We share our 
innovations and discoveries, whether it is teaching or research.  My colleagues and I have discussed and 
presented on topics ranging from how best to move forward in our research programs, to how to keep our 
Faculty 'ahead of the curve' in terms of on-line education.  From coaching on how to present our professional 
personas to unique ways of providing student feedback through voice-over comments, I've always learned 
something valuable at PD days.  All of us, I think, come away with one or two "neat ideas."  I was a tenured, 
promoted academic at another university, and was never before afforded that type of developmental 
opportunity. 
 
 
 
Click of the Wrist Protect Your Privacy 
You might have missed Data Privacy Day (January 28) this year, but it's never too late to evaluate how well 
you're protecting your personal information.  Click through this week's links for some ideas on keeping your 
data safe and secure.   
 
Take Small Steps 
Yes, you can go high-tech, but before you do, start out with these simple ways to protect your personal 
information. 
 
Remember the Little Things 
Data privacy isn't just about computer use—it also applies to mobile devices, especially as more and more users 
migrate to online banking and online shopping via smart phones and tablets.  These strategies help protect your 
data on your handheld electronic devices (if you feel so inclined, read the other data protection tips in the 
article—there are over a hundred ideas!) 
 
Wipe It Out 
Getting rid of your old electronics? Whether you're reselling, donating, or recycling your computers, smart 
phones, tablets, or even gaming consoles, it's crucial to remove any personal data first.  Consumer Reports gives 
the details on what you need to do to protect your information. 
 
Back It Up 
Part of protecting your data is backing it up—you don't want anyone to access your 
information, but if they do, it's a double loss if you can no longer access it yourself.  Check out 
this Digital Trends blog for the pros and cons of various backup strategies, and learn why you 
should never assume that your backup will last forever. 
 

http://techland.time.com/2013/07/24/11-simple-ways-to-protect-your-privacy/
https://digitalguardian.com/blog/101-data-protection-tips-how-keep-your-passwords-financial-personal-information-safe#MobileDevices
http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/2013/11/remove-personal-data-from-any-device/index.htm
http://www.digitaltrends.com/computing/keeping-data-safe-eternity/
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Presidential Interview – AUSU Scott Jacobsen 
 
The last time we talked to the AUSU President was just 
before the Council held its by-election.  This week, Scott 
Jacobsen has a more personal interview into what makes 
AUSU President Shawna Wasylyshyn tick. 
 
What is the story prior to becoming an Athabasca 
University (AU) student?  
I had a successful career as a District Sales Manager for a 
company I loved!  I realized that the chances of moving 
forward from that position or transitioning to a similar one 
without a business degree were slim, and then I found AU!  
I had been studying political science online through the 
UofS, but transferred to the Faculty of Business at AU and 
enrolled in the Bachelor of Management program.   
 
What are the reasons for choosing AU over other 
universities for you? 

Flexibility.  I have had 3 children since becoming a student at AU and I was able to take full courses while on 
maternity leave.  AU allows me to balance all of the priorities in my life while completing my studies.  I am able 
to continue with my studies while supporting my family and juggling all of my responsibilities! 
 
What tasks and responsibilities come with leadership of the Athabasca University Student Union (AUSU)? 
The list of tasks and responsibilities in student leadership are much too long to list here!  The responsibility is 
something I take very seriously.  On a daily basis, I am required to be the voice of over 25,000 students and 
ensure that voice is heard.  Often, it means asking tough questions, and at times I have to be more forceful than 
I like.  It's not easy to walk into a room full of University Administration who are all saying the same thing, and 
be strong enough to speak up and inform them that students disagree with them.  Thankfully, I'm not easily 
intimidated and I am inspired by the knowledge that AUSU members trust in me to speak on their behalf. 
 
What is the experience of being a working mother of three, and one step-child, while a student? 
It's busy!  The key to my success is to stay organized.  Planning ahead is very important and sticking to the plan 
is essential.  I plan everything from meals, kids activities, studying and work.  With that said, I have learned to 
accept that sometimes the plan has to go out the window because a child may get sick or an emergency could 
come up at work.  It's a constant balancing act. 
 
Any insights into the differences for working-student mothers compared to working mothers, student 
mothers, or stay-at-home mothers? 
When you're a Mom, your kids come first.  Mothers are always faced with the challenge of how to realize their 
own dreams, while encouraging the dreams of their children.  I always say that every Mom is a working Mom, 
the difference is whether or not you get paid! Involvement of other parents and grandparents and the ages of 
children are big factors in the amount of studying a Mom can get done as well.  I got a lot more studying done 
when I had one baby who napped all the time!  Now that my children are aged 5, 3 and 2 – it is a lot more 
difficult to find quiet pockets of time to sit down and study. 
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Any advice for aspiring students, student-mothers, or working-student mothers with political interests? 
My advice to all students is to set a goal, and make a plan to achieve it.  Be willing to accept that you may face 
roadblocks along the way to your goal, but don't give up.  Theodore Roosevelt said "Nothing in the world is 
worth having or worth doing unless it means effort, pain, difficulty… I have never in my life envied a human 
being who led an easy life.  I have envied a great many people who led difficult lives and led them well." 
 
 
Athabasca U-Tube Barbara Lehtiniemi 

 
When I was in elementary school years—okay, 
decades—ago, there was one sure way teachers 
could persuade students to stay quiet for an 
extended period:  show a film.   
 
Since it was school, the films we saw were 
educational and relevant to whatever subject 
we were studying.  We did not watch feature-
length movies—except for Shakespeare's 
Romeo and Juliet (and the teacher fast-
forwarded through the love scenes.) 
 
I remember one short film we watched in 
Geography class:  a humorous depiction of the 
Great Lakes' geological history.  Throughout the 
film, a canoeist traces an accelerated history of 
the lakes, and in one memorable scene he drops 
many metres to the water's surface when the 
ice age abruptly ends. 

 
Now, I can watch that film again.  Through AU's library, students have access to thousands of films from the 
National Film Board.  The Rise and Fall of the Great Lakes, the film I remember, is a seventeen-minute 
documentary and one of dozens by acclaimed Canadian naturalist and filmmaker Bill Mason. 
 
Students can access National Film Board (NFB) films through AU Library's website.  Go to "Find Resources" then 
click on "Image, Audio and Video".  Click on the letter "N", then "National Film Board."  You'll be asked to login 
with your AU student ID and password if you are not already logged in to your AU account.  Once you access the 
NFB site you'll have online access to many films produced by the National Film Board. 
 
There are around 3000 productions on the NFB site; most are free to watch online.  From animated shorts to 
full-length documentaries to alternative dramas, there's a bit of everything from NFB's 70-year history.  You can 
browse films by genre, subject, or title, or search by keywords.  Films can be viewed on your computer, or you 
can download an app to watch films on your mobile device or smart TV. 
 
If you're interested in Archaeology, you can watch "The Man Who Discovered America", a 20-minute 
documentary on Norwegian Helge Ingstad, who discovered the Norse settlement site of l'Anse aux Meadows in 
Newfoundland. 

https://0-www.nfb.ca.aupac.lib.athabascau.ca/film/rise_and_fall_of_the_great_lakes
http://library.athabascau.ca/
https://0-www.nfb.ca.aupac.lib.athabascau.ca/apps
https://0-www.nfb.ca.aupac.lib.athabascau.ca/film/man_discovered_america
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If your interest includes Environment and Conservation, you might be drawn to "Crapshoot: The Gamble with 
our Wastes", a 52-minute documentary that follows the path of waste and its effects on the environment. 
 
Studying Law?  How about "Sharia in Canada: Something to Fear?", a two-part look at the 2005 debate over 
Islamic tribunals in Ontario. 
 
Literature more your thing?  You'll find bios—some charmingly dated—of Canadian authors such as Mordechai 
Richler, Farley Mowat, W.O.  Mitchell, and Margaret Atwood. 
 
Music lovers are not left out with everything from "Spirits of Havana ", a 90-minute glimpse into Cuba's music 
scene, to the short but sweet animated rendition of the folk ditty "The Cat Came Back". 
 
In addition to educational and interesting films for you, the NFB catalogue includes hundreds of animated and 
short films for children.  If you need your kids to give you some quiet study time, you can follow the example of 
my elementary school teachers:  load up a film.  Just make sure the kids watch the film out of your sight and 
hearing or you'll be watching Snow Cat along with them.   
 
Whatever your interests or course of study, you'll probably find something to watch in the NFB catalogue.  The 
danger is that you might find too much.  After extensively researching this article, I can attest that NFB is almost 
as addictive as YouTube. 
 
Barbara Lehtiniemi is a writer, photographer, and AU student. She lives on a windswept rural road in Eastern Ontario 

 
 
 

Women Of Interest 
Marguerite Pitre: (September 4, 1908 - January 9, 1953)  Born in Saint-Octave-
de-Metis, Quebec,  Marguerite was the thirteenth, and last, woman hanged in 
Canada.  She was known as "Madame Raven" as she always wore black 
clothing.  Marguerite Ruest-Pitre had the unfortunate luck of meeting Joseph 
Guay through her brother who worked for Guay.  Guay was married at the 
time but became involved in an affair with a beautiful young waitress.  When 
Joseph's wife discovered the affair, she left him.  As a result Joseph began to 
plot her death and elicited the help of Marguerite's brother Albert to build a 
bomb.  Albert convinced Marguerite to deliver a package to the Canadian 
Pacific Airlines, although she claims she did not know it contained a bomb.  
Forty-one minutes after takeoff the flight exploded, killing all twenty-three on 
board.  Subsequently all three were sentenced to death.  
 -compiled by Barb Godin 

 
Further information on this unfortunate story is available at the following sites: 
  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madame_le_Corbeau 
http://www.historyandwomen.com/2010/02/marguerite-pitre.html 
http://1000words1000days.com/2011/10/canadas-last-female-hanging-all-thanks-to-an-idiot/ 
 
  

https://0-www.nfb.ca.aupac.lib.athabascau.ca/film/crapshoot_the_gamble_with_our_wastes
https://0-www.nfb.ca.aupac.lib.athabascau.ca/film/crapshoot_the_gamble_with_our_wastes
https://0-www.nfb.ca.aupac.lib.athabascau.ca/film/sharia_in_canada_part_1
https://0-www.nfb.ca.aupac.lib.athabascau.ca/film/mordecai_richler_the_writer_and_his_roots
https://0-www.nfb.ca.aupac.lib.athabascau.ca/film/mordecai_richler_the_writer_and_his_roots
https://0-www.nfb.ca.aupac.lib.athabascau.ca/film/ten_million_books
https://0-www.nfb.ca.aupac.lib.athabascau.ca/film/wo_mitchell_novelist_in_hiding
https://0-www.nfb.ca.aupac.lib.athabascau.ca/film/margaret_atwood_once_in_august
https://0-www.nfb.ca.aupac.lib.athabascau.ca/film/spirits_of_havana
https://0-www.nfb.ca.aupac.lib.athabascau.ca/film/the-cat-came-back
https://0-www.nfb.ca.aupac.lib.athabascau.ca/film/snow_cat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madame_le_Corbeau
http://www.historyandwomen.com/2010/02/marguerite-pitre.html
http://1000words1000days.com/2011/10/canadas-last-female-hanging-all-thanks-to-an-idiot/
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Fly on the Wall Jason Sullivan 
This Thing Called Boredom 

Boredom: what is its substance? Poring over 
schoolwork on dark January days can easily bring 
about this question.  Last decade one answer 
presented itself as I was visiting some relatives 
out in the Maritimes.  While they discussed their 
newly-acquired farmhouse I sat sequestered in a 
corner with my binder full of readings for 
SOCI335. 
 
"That old couple before us didn't improve a thing.  
The bathroom needs to be totally redone.  It's like 
a crypt in here, or a time capsule from the 1950s.  
And worst of all, they left behind so much junk.  
Mostly books!  You'd think being way out here in 

farm country they'd get bored of sitting around reading and get some practical work done.  I mean, the 
bathroom works but the fixtures need to be updated."  
 
Turning to me and perhaps noticing my scholarly pose, the speaker asked "aren't you bored reading schoolwork 
all the time?  Isn't distance education just a fruitless solitary pursuit of a worthless piece of paper?"  
 
I paused and look up from my text.   
 
"Perhaps it's boring, and perhaps I won't get a job directly related to my schooling.  But thanks to my book-
learning education, and the extracurricular reading it's inspired, I now have a broader understanding of the 
reasons and contexts for my own boredom.  Maybe it's just me.  Or maybe the previous homeowners never 
knew a day of boredom in their life thanks to the enrichment their books provided? For some folks life is an 
ocean of under-stimulation.  I wonder what would happen if we really analyzed what boredom is and how we 
can have even passing glimpses of its opposite?" 
 
Invariably my memory of that day is coloured by my present self in 2016.  If I were back in that cottage today I'd 
add the following to the discourse:  
 
Not long ago I read an article about boredom by Karen Miller, in which she states unequivocally that "if we find 
one thing boring, we'll find everything boring" (81).  Her theory is that as we go through life we discover that 
our interests "have grown charmless or tiresome-which they always do." (79).  Education—which to many of us 
seems like a means to an end, at best, and at worse, drudgery down a perpetual tunnel where the light becomes 
ever-smaller and more distant—doesn't sound like a fun idea when filtered through this perspective.   
 
But there's more than meets the eye.   
 
Miller is giving a Buddhistic analysis of the striving that makes up human life; whatever we choose to do, we do 
(she says) in pursuit of the absence of boredom.  Life seems to consist of running from one's own tail, struggling 
for release from a boredom that never truly subsides.  Boredom is here reified as a concrete state and its absence 
as a flight from reality.  "We are bored out of our minds"; she says, because "in the name of boredom we overfill 
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our minds" and "flee what fails to amuse" (80).  So if boredom is inevitable due to our striving natures, then why 
should a person get an academic education at all? Isn't self-improvement a hopeless cause? 
 
Perhaps boredom on the other hand, is a royal road to self-discovery.  The incredibly-expressive Beat generation 
poet Allen Ginsberg once wrote "I can't stand my own mind" (Ginsberg, online).  It's possible that the very desire 
to flee from oneself and one's boredom produces greater self-understanding.  Distance education certainly 
teaches us to find answers while remaining self-contained.  As AU students, much of our 'classroom' and course 
material occurs within one's own mental world.   
 
Perhaps momentary pleasures enact the colour that gives boredom its value as a drab offset.  Roland Barthes 
notes that 'jouissance' stems from the ecstatic pleasure which momentary happiness provides (Barthes, online).  
The perfect chocolate, an elegant flower, a sensuous kiss—these things are momentary yet poignant beyond 
words.  Maybe this is why a famous speech by Siddhartha (the Buddha) consisted of him doing nothing but 
holding up a flower to the throngs of attendees (Flower Sermon).  Perhaps when we flee from the mind into 
beauty, the ephemeral-yet-intoxicating essence of this beauty leaves us better off than we were to begin with.  
Boredom may ensue when we're finished, but at least we've learned to know ourselves anew.  The book may 
close, but its mental fragrance remains in our minds. 
 
Not all school courses change our lives, yet some leave indelible marks.  So I'm not sure why Miller would imply 
that the momentary damnation of temporary boredom calls forth the eternal damnation of boredom for all 
time.  She asks: "What if we could release the grasping mind, that is always clawing after some precious new 
thing, even if its just a new fantasy?" To my academic-student mind this sounds like a recipe for unending 
dullness.  It's the grasping that provokes growth! Yet, my esoteric philosophic leanings make me wonder: what 
serenity lies waiting amidst the weeds of enlightenment which we often weed whack down as obscurantist 
hinterland? 
 
Regrettably, the books had all been carted off by the time I visited the homestead back East, but, being as the 
previous owners were German, I'd have perhaps stumbled upon a book or two by the philosopher Martin 
Heidegger.  Influenced by Buddhists such as D.T. Suzuki, Heidegger himself influenced post-modern theorists 
such as Jacques Derrida, and as such came in for criticism by those convinced that he was saying all kinds of 
things without really saying anything at all.  His conception of boredom may be summarized, or at least 
approached, in his own words:  
 
"Even and precisely when we are not actually busy with things or ourselves, this 'as a whole' overcomes us-for 
example in genuine boredom.  Boredom is still distant when it is only this book or that play, that business or this 
idleness, that drags on.  It irrupts when "one is bored".  Profound boredom, drifting here and there in the abysses 
of our existence like a muffling fog, removes all things and human beings and oneself along with them into a 
remarkable indifference.  This boredom reveals beings as a whole." (99) 
 
The last line of this passage suggests a value for 'boredom' as a contrast to satiation.  When we feel the whole 
world as an absence of stimulation then we feel our being differently.  Conversely, when the waters of our mind 
rush in again, we invariably see and feel the stimulation in our lives differently.  Karen Miller suggested following 
Soto Zen, which consists of staring at a blank wall until reality and enlightenment ensues.  She says "the wall is 
called the world" (82).  Alternatively, I think of a book by Ursula LeGuin called The Word For World is Forest' 
(Yon, online).  I read it in HUMN335, and its theme is that it's possible to see ourselves and our desires as bound 
up with, and immanent within, our earthly context.  The world can be a forest or a wall, depending on how we 
look at it. 
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When we surround ourselves with things we enjoy the ineffable also changes its form.  The value of education 
lies in the production of new mental environments so that our being, and even our boredom, take on a more 
enlightened hue.  True intellectual vacuity, then, may lie in disavowing the value of learning and experiencing 
new things.  So long as the plumbing in a bathroom works, isn't the most stimulating part of the room the reading 
material left lying around? 
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Yon, Mark.  'The Word for World is Forest'.  (May 2, 2015).   
 Retrieved from: http://www.sffworld.com/2015/05/the-word-for-world-is-forest-by-ursula-k-leguin/ 
 

 

Study Tips from a Semi-Anonymous Friend 
 

On Writing Well 
 
There is nothing more that The Study Dude wants for you than to 
get out of your comfort zone and imitate the writers whose works 
you enjoy reading the most.   
 
Well, in these articles, as The Study Dude, I'll try to give you the 
study tips you need to help make your learning easier.  I'll also 
give you straight and honest opinions and personal anecdotes—
even the embarrassing ones that you wouldn't ever dare read 
about from any other study tip guru.   
 
This week's Study Dude article takes on part three of the look at 
William Zinsser's iconic book On Writing Well.   

 
On Style 
Some books resonate with the reader.  For instance, I recently bought a gripping book on well-being that I 
finished almost as soon as I started.  While taking notes from this book, I decided to imitate the style of the 
author and discovered many rules of English taking place that Helen Sword and other authors discourage.  For 
instance, the passive voice appears often.  Also, long subordinate clauses clutter the paragraphs.  Yet, the book 
reads like a gem.   
 
Curiously, I began to analyze the structure of the book.  It turns out that the book introduces a general problem 
being examined in the first sentence.  Then, an example is given or some supporting evidence revealed.  An 
anecdote of real people demonstrating the problem might follow.  After that, the authors present one or more 
solutions to the problem discussed in the first sentence.  All of these components make up for a brilliant 

https://emberilmu.files.wordpress.com/2011/08/roland-barthes-the-pleasure-of-the-text.pdf
http://www.tamqui.com/buddhaworld/Flower_Sermon
https://books.google.ca/books?id=dZ0QAQAAQBAJ&pg=PT72&lpg=PT72&dq=karen+miller+booooring#v=onepage
http://www.sffworld.com/2015/05/the-word-for-world-is-forest-by-ursula-k-leguin/
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paragraph.  Most of the subsequent paragraphs follow this formula, and the authors take their time making 
their points, in a sort of longwinded manner.  I loved it.   
 
I wanted to type up passages from the book to get a sense of the style, but I've discovered an even better book 
written by a New York Times journalist that I will discuss in next week's Study Dude article.  The journalists book 
is called How We Learn, and the writing makes science come alive through a breezy style that uses lots of 
metaphors.    That's the author I plan on imitating. 
 
Zinsser tells you to imitate authors and do much more to develop your style.   

• If you find a writer with a style you admire, imitate that writer.  Consider the imitating of style as a 
normal part of the writing process.    

• When you come across authors who speak to you, read their writing out loud to get a better sense of 
the voice. 

• Develop your voice, and don't modify it just to fit the subject matter or audience.  Let people recognize 
your voice in every type of writing. 

• Use simple words with precision.   
• Don't introduce a sentence with "You see...".  [Uh oh.] 
• In writing, as in fashion and fine cooking, certain components of the art stand the test of time.  They 

don't go out of vogue.  They are lasting. 
• Every time you edit your document, take out any additional clichés you spot. 
• Avoid words with three or more syllables, especially those that end in -ion or -ive.   

  
Write Like You Enjoy It 
I thoroughly enjoy writing.  But sometimes, lethargy kicks in, and I need to summon up the energy to begin 
writing.  Once at the computer, however, the writing enthusiasm kicks into full gear.  Writing can become almost 
cathartic, especially when you put yourself, your passions, your hobbies, and your interests into what you write.   
 
Recently, I encountered a strong woman, passionate about the environment; she is about to become my 
interview subject for a piece for a print publication.  This woman sends me tons of material, from Web site PDFs 
to event summaries.  You can hear in every word in her e-mails how passionate she is about her cause.  Print 
publications of all types seek out this kind of woman.   
 
Now, I'm on fire for writing the article.  More realistically, I'm kind of terrified that I might not capture the extent 
of passion for the topic that she demonstrates.  I have a thousand words to make the fire in her belly apparent.  
My challenge is to change that fear of mine into enjoyment for the reader. 
 
Zinsser tells you to write your paper as if it's play for you: 

• Try to stuff as much of your personality into the paper as you can. 
• Focus your writing on topics that spark your curiosity, interests, or pleasure. 
• Add some humour at any opportunity.  Be playful. 
• If you write about people, focus on those persons you like. 
• Don't ever write to wreck someone's reputation.   
• When writing, try to bring your own life narratives into the equation.  (This mostly applies to 

journalistic writing, but you can also apply it to anecdotes you use in presentations or in some thesis.) 
• When interviewing people, go ahead and ask stupid or naive questions.  They sometimes reveal 

interesting answers. 
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Big and Small Writer's Choices 
When I first started writing The Study Dude, I made myself seem like a subservient, obsequious, fawning mess 
to my readers.  After some criticism for this approach, I dropped it, for the most part.  Zinsser, suggests, however, 
that such a self-belittling approach can delight the audience.  Giving the audience the upper hand, or a smug 
sense of superiority, actually works in your favour.   
 
As an example, the most opened e-mail for The Voice recently was one in which the managing editor referred 
to himself as a moron.  We all revelled and delighted in that one.  As a matter of fact, Zinsser says making yourself 
seem "downright stupid" can delight your audience.  With that in mind, I suspect the Study Dude must have a 
rabid readership. 
 
Zinsser advises you to play the fool sometimes; he also advises on a number of other strategic choices, big and 
small:   

• The first sentence, or the lead, as it is called in journalism, should be catchy.  Even essays in most 
disciplines could benefit from an appealing lead. 

• Every sentence you write should contain no more than one thought. 
• Make your writing personal:  "It's not enough just to take your readers on a trip; you must take them 

on your trip.  Make them identify with you—with your hopes and apprehensions" (p.  265) 
• When you have to relay boring facts, find a metaphor or a proper name to package it in. 
• Alliteration and other figures of speech can add a freshness to your writing. 
• Use verbs that evoke images, such as "exploded." 
• If it takes you an hour to write a sentence, then the time was probably well spent. 
• Readers enjoy hearing you berate yourself, reveal your gullibility, or act like a fool.  This tactic, 

however, should be used sparingly. 
 
So, there's nothing to fear.  The Study Dude is determined to make right for you all the wrongs I made in grad 
school—one A+ at a time. 
References 
Zinsser, William.  2006.  On Writing Well.  New York, NY: Harper Perennial. 
 

Following what's hot around AU's social media sites.   
 

AthaU Facebook Group   
Sahar asks for advice on which courses to take first for his management program.  Lindsey 

seeks survival tips for course PHIL 231.  Nicole is trying to track down a hard copy of the 
ANTH 277 textbook. 
Other posts include courses ACCT 253, EDPY 471, HRMT 301, LGST 369, and PHIL 333. 
Twitter 
@AthabascaU tweets:  "What do you listen to while you study? Here's our January 

suggestions: http://goo.gl/pLC0p4  #Chopin #Mozart." 
@AthabascaUSU (AUSU) tweets:  "Did you know we provide all AUSU members with Smart 

Draw for FREE? Learn more at http://bit.ly/1H8kX4r." 
Youtube 
AU's Faculty of Business promotes AU's Doctorate in Business Administration (DBA) program in under 4 minutes. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/AthaU/
https://twitter.com/
https://twitter.com/AthabascaU
https://t.co/DTznU8SlG6
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Chopin?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Mozart?src=hash
https://twitter.com/AthabascaUSU
https://t.co/ReDfWLwEgC
https://www.youtube.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjBH3ZIWtTfvzqYPB0yAEGg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDasBho9MQM
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Why The Voice Matters Carla Knipe 
 
Just as Athabasca University is unique among 
Canadian universities because of its distance 
learning format, The Voice is unique among 
university publications.  There is no reporting 
of campus concerts or sports teams, and no 
opportunities to take photos of students just 
hanging out in campus gathering spaces 
because those just don't exist with the AU 
experience.  Distance learning is perhaps 
more isolating than traditional universities, 
but that doesn't need to be.  AU students 
have their own stories and perspectives of 
what it means to be part of the AU 
community and on the path of university 
education just the same as those students 

studying in other universities—it's just that our stories are a bit different. 
 
But this is why The Voice Magazine is even more important than "traditional" university newspapers and 
magazines.  Other than convocation, writing exams and the odd grouped study class, there is very little 
opportunity for the AU student body to physically congregate and bond with each other.  Social media provides 
that on some level, and its major advantage is that it is immediate, but discussion of relevant issues on that 
platform is mostly short and fleeting.   
 
The Voice Magazine has had a long history at AU, going back all the way to 1993, but it has been somewhat on 
the fringe of student life and has had to fight to be recognized in students' consciousness.  There have been 
times when the publication was in danger of closing altogether, but it has managed to keep going.   
 
Now it's is undergoing something of a renewal.  This year, it became a member of Canadian University Press, or 
CUP.  Being part of this organization is great because it allows the magazine to tap into more resources and 
network with other campus publications (despite the lack of a proper newsroom, beat reporters, and editorial 
meetings to plan future issues).  After quietly soldiering on for so long, it is attracting more writers like myself 
who really want to see the publication succeed and grow, and who want to report on the issues that matter to 
AU students and supporters.   
 
But this cannot be done without more support.  It needs input from more contributions such as Letters to the 
Editor, photographs, and feedback.  It needs more diversity from AU students willing to share their expertise 
and learning experiences with others.  It needs backing from AUSU, the university administration, and all those 
who have a relationship with AU, including alumni. 
 
The Voice Magazine is aptly named because it is the voice of AU students—your voice.  The trait it shares with 
campus publications from traditional universities is that it is a key student communication tool.  I look forward 
to my own personal journey as a writer but I am more excited to have a part in building up The Voice Magazine 
as it continues to grow and, hopefully with your help, it can fully encapsulate what being a student at Canada's 
distance learning university is really like.  As part of the writing team, I ask that you spread the word about The 
Voice Magazine—tweet it, share it on your social media profiles and take the reader's survey.  But I hope that 
you continue to read your student magazine and that you are entertained, enlightened and just a little bit 
surprised each week.   
 
Carla is a Calgary writer whose guilty pleasure is reading magazines.  She has a stack beside her bed that she will get around to 
tackling…eventually. 
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The Writer’s Toolbox Christina M. Frey 
Oh No! Part II 

In last week's Toolbox installment, we looked at when to add a 
comma after the exclamatory oh or ah, as in "Oh no!" (no 
comma) and "Oh, come on" (comma required).  The general 
rule, according to The Chicago Manual of Style, is to use the 
comma unless the oh or ah forms part of a particular, common 
expression ("oh boy" and "ah yes" are two more examples). 
 
But what happens when you've got an expression that's not 
covered by Chicago—but that just doesn't seem to fit with the 
comma the general rule would suggest?  
 
This week we'll finish up our examination of oh and ah by taking 
it a lot further into the editing realm than you might have 
expected—the arena where sound judgment, intuition, and a 
sense of personal voice work hand in hand with established 
rules.   
 
Oh my god 
The expression "Oh my god" is a good example of when and 

how to bend or break the rules, particularly when you're working with fiction.  It's quite a common expression, 
but The Chicago Manual of Style, at least, doesn't seem to consider it on par with "oh no." On the other hand, a 
sentence like "Oh, my god, Sarah, come on" sounds a little clunky.  You've seen the Christopher Walken/William 
Shatner comma meme out there? Funny on social media, but you don't want that in your writing if you can avoid 
it. 
 
When the comma-or-no-comma conundrum crossed my desk some time ago, I did a lot of research.  I checked 
blogs and dictionaries and usage guides and consulted colleagues, but I couldn't find direct guidance or even 
general consensus on whether "Oh, my god" was preferable to "Oh my god." That told me a lot. 
 
Language isn't always cut and dried, and sometimes you need to move forward.  In this case, I reasoned that in 
some respects "Oh my god" has become as common as "oh boy" and "ah yes"—some authors even spell it all as 
one word ("omigod").  The teen characters in the book I was editing used it a lot.  It was frequently used with 
direct address nouns, so the clunkiness I mentioned above would have popped up quite a bit, to the point where 
the dialogue might have felt stilted and awkward.  There weren't any similar expressions (like "oh, my stars") 
that would have felt inconsistent if they took the comma and "oh my god" didn't. 
 
It felt like going with the exception rather than the general rule was the best direction to steer this gray-area 
question.  Would I apply the decision-making process differently given a different set of circumstances—no 
direct address nouns, few instances, different genre and audience? I might.  The key is consistency and clarity, 
and in this case a comma-less expression was the best way to achieve that. 
 
Oh + expletive 
A similar situation can crop up when you pair oh with an expletive—oh shit comes to mind—and you have to go 
through the whole analysis again.  In this case, another consideration is the nature and tone of the story; there's 
a difference between a teen narrator freaking out and saying oh shit oh shit oh shit mid-narrative with no 

https://www.voicemagazine.org/articles/columndisplay.php?ART=11133
http://imgur.com/gallery/ljjibpM
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punctuation at all, and the apes at the end of Spaceballs giving a very definite pause in their "Oh, shit.  There 
goes the planet."  
 
When you're faced with an oh or ah that doesn't seem easily dealt with, or any other grayish writing concern, 
start by asking yourself these questions: 
 

• Does this fall under a clear rule or a blurry area? 
• How well do I understand the rule or principle or issue in question? What nuances might affect 

this situation? What is the rule trying to achieve? 
• Is applying the rule here likely to distract the reader or enhance their reading experience? Vice 

versa? 
• If deviation from the rule is advisable, am I prepared to apply this deviation consistently to all 

similar situations in the manuscript? What are the limitations of how I'll be applying it? 
 
Sometimes general rules need to be bent to accommodate the story, but understanding the rules and the 
purpose behind them positions you to make judgment calls on where and how to apply them, and how to ensure 
your decision-making process stays consistent within a manuscript. 
 
Christina M. Frey is a book editor, literary coach, and lover of great writing. For more tips and techniques for your toolbox, follow her 

on Twitter (@turntopage2) or visit her blog. 
 
 
 
In Conversation Wanda Waterman 
with El Tryptophan's Gryphon Rue 
 

Gryphon Rue is the singer and 
songwriter behind El Tryptophan, a 
highly musically and verbally literate 
alternative music act from New York.  
Growing up in a community that is 
rich with accomplished musicians of 
varying genres granted Rue a kind of 
"old soul" perspective on music that 
somehow enabled him to create 
remarkably new and different 
material.  He also works as an art 
curator, adding a sense of visual 
perspective to his sophisticated 
musical and literary vocabulary.  On 
November 20th he released his first 
album, Guilt Vacation, also available 

on vinyl from Wharf Cat Records.   
 
Recently Rue took the time to answer Wanda Waterman' questions about his work, background, and creative 
influences. 

http://www.pagetwoediting.com/toolbox/
http://eltryptophan.com/
https://soundcloud.com/eltryptophan
http://wharfcatrecords.com/distro/el-tryptophan-guilt-vacation-lp
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Describe your musical background.  What role did music play in your childhood? 
In reverse order, I learned about bands from the punky boys in junior high who were singing Misfits, Ramones, 
Sublime.  Before that I carried a CD pouch with Beastie Boys, Spice Girls, P.O.D., Fatboy Slim, Limp Bizkit, Nirvana, 
Mariah Carey… I played "The Flintstones" on the saxophone, my first instrument, but I never learned to read 
music.   
 
Something changed when I got an electric guitar, which the older boys were playing in seventh grade.  Metallica 
was my favorite, and I studied the "guitar gods" like Hendrix and Satriani.  I also cycled through different 
bluegrass instruments and took lessons with people in Woodstock, NY, who were basically retired from great 
careers, like drumming for Joe Cocker or playing banjo with Bill Monroe and His Bluegrass Boys.   
 
I was very fortunate to have grown up in a friendly place with these musicians around, but I always felt distant 
from those communities.  I was in my basement after school writing songs, recording on Garageband.  I made 
skits and, being an only child, had the alone time to experiment.   
 
What or who in your musical training had the most—and best—influence on you as a musician, a composer, 
and a human being? 
Four men who represent phases in my music might be: Jason Rabinowitz, the young director of the music 
ensemble at my school in Woodstock, NY, Sam Hood, my stepfather, who managed The Gaslight and Max's 
Kansas City, Bob Bielecki, a professor who shared stories of his Buddhist arts commune and his vast knowledge 
of music technology, and Peter Himmelman, a legendary songwriter who has encouraged me ever since I 
recorded my first songs at 13.   
 
What was the most mesmerizing musical experience of your life? 
The memory of a Leonard Cohen concert at Radio City Music Hall with my grandmother, about a year from her 
death.  Leonard got down on his knees with the mic cord cradled in his palm singing ballads like "Bird on a Wire," 
and he radiated grace and sex.   
 
Does your side gig as an art curator influence your musical journey at all?  
Yes, and these are two extremely different relationships to language, which is hard, because they don't come 
from the same creative space.  It's a sense of familiarity; for example, I sometimes need to force myself to strum 
a few chords on a guitar after hours of sitting at a computer.   
 
A lot of people struggle with this—coming home from work and feeling dissociated from these separate things.  
I'm not sure if curating has influenced my music, but I notice similarities in the intuitive part of the curating 
process, especially when a surprising connection emerges, looking at different objects or balancing a load of 
seemingly unrelated thoughts.   
 
(to be continued) 
Wanda also writes the blog The Mindful Bard: The Care and Feeding of the Creative Self. 

 

  

http://themindfulbard.com/
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Music Review Samantha Stevens 
Omega Diatribe 

Band: Omega Diatribe 
Album: Abstract Ritual 
 
I've always been a huge fan of hard rock, metal, 
battle metal, and heavy metal, specifically music of 
those genres that comes from Eastern and 
Northern Europe.  The first time I was introduced 
to this style of music was in Vocal Music class in 
high school when our teacher discussed various 
vocal warm-up exercises.  She pointed out that 
singers who sing metal music, especially those who 
sound like they are screaming and straining their 
voices, actually take great care to work their voices 
up to that level and are able to sing in a way that 
many people can't.  After listening to a few 
examples of heavy metal music I was captivated by 
the rawness of the music and the energy of the 

sound, and developed a deep appreciation of the artistic talent that goes into heavy metal music. I've been a 
fan ever since. 
 
Hungarian metal band, Omega Diatribe, captures the best elements of heavy metal in their music, yet are in a 
league all their own by adding elements of psychedelic rock to complement their sound.  Formed in 2008 in 
Budapest by Gergo Hájer and Ákos Szathmáry, Omega Diatribe began playing live in 2012 with the addition of 
Dávid Metzger, Attila Császár and Gergely Komáromi.  Abstract Ritual is the band's first EP, following a debut 
LP released in 2013, and a single in 2014, and features legendary death metal drummer, Kevin Talley.  Through 
Independent Ear Records, an American label, Omega Diatribe is hoping to share their music with audiences 
around the world. 
 
With a touch of flare, a dash of conspiracy theory, melodies of epic proportions, and a splash of metaphysical 
marvelousness, the 7-track EP Abstract Ritual is not for the faint of heart.  Each track is a journey into the 
darkest fragments of the human experience, but their music is not primarily about negativity, aggression, and 
death.  Instead, their lyrics force listeners to ponder human interactions with each other, the natural world, 
and beyond. 
 
The first track "Subsequent Phase" sounds much like a typical heavy metal song.  The usual sounds are there, 
face-melting guitar solos, pounding drums, and rough vocals, yet it is the lyrics that captivate me.  I'll admit 
that it takes some practice to understand what is being sung about in heavy metal music, but it is worth 
listening closely.  The passage "Evolution has no end yet / We've time / Must to use of the language of plants" 
intrigues me, especially since the remainder of the song seems to deal with an alien encounter.  I love the fact 
that the song makes me think and leaves me pondering about the meaning of the song long after it is finished. 
 
"The Quantum" is my favourite track on this EP.  The ability of the band members to switch from heavy metal 
to psychedelic music is uncanny.  The guitar is hypnotic and the addition of the voice recording speculating on 
the origins of shamanism adds an air of the paranormal to the song.  But it is the guitar solo that mesmerizes 

http://omegadiatribe.com/
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me, and I love the reprieve from the harsh sounds of the other tracks that "The Quantum" brings.  The only 
thing that bothers me about this track is that is ends extremely abruptly, which left me startled and uneasy. 
But that may be the point. 
 
I loved everything about Omega Diatribe's first EP Abstract Ritual, and would recommend it to anyone who is 
looking for something unconventional to listen to.  I would point out, however, that the music on this EP is not 
studying music, but is perfect for those times when you want something to energize you or just to sit back and 
listen to. 
 
Samantha Stevens is an aspiring writer who loves combining her love for literature with photography, painting, music, and all 
creative pursuits. 

 
 

The Mindful Bard Wanda Waterman 
Kind of Blue 

 
Blues Prescriptions for a Poet's Healing 

 
Album: Kind of Blue 
Artists: Miles Davis, with Bill Evans, Jimmy Cobb, Paul 
Chambers, John Coltrane, and Julian "Cannonball" 
Adderley 

 
"I think a movement in jazz is beginning away from the 
conventional string of chords . . .  there will be fewer 
chords but infinite possibilities as to what to do with 
them." 
- Miles Davis in an interview with Nat Hentoff in The 
Jazz Review, 1958 
 
"You have to play a long time to be able to play like 
yourself."     

- Miles Davis 
 
The above quote would be a battle cry for artistic integrity, were it not so subtle.  To paraphrase, you're slogging 
away for days, weeks, months, and years—not only to create good stuff—but also to become better at creating 
good stuff, and shouldn't be focussed on what other people do or have done; it should have as its goal the 
creation of things that only you can create. 
 
This is precisely what Davis accomplished with Kind of Blue, a landmark jazz album that ushered in a new, more 
thoughtful, more minimalist, more modal, less dance-oriented style of post bebop that many claim lead to the 
demise of true jazz, which is true if your definition of jazz puts danceability at its essence.  Obviously there are 
many who don't define it as such, because Kind of Blue is one of the top-selling jazz albums of all time.   
 
When I used to work at the campus radio station I heard a very intelligent programmer remark that he hadn't 
yet developed the musical sophistication to be able to appreciate jazz.  I sympathised, because at that time I 

http://www.discogs.com/Miles-Davis-Kind-Of-Blue/master/5460
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couldn't listen to a lot of jazz myself, even though I'd grown up with my parents' jazz albums and Joni Mitchel's 
divine experiments.   
 
Since then I've grown a lot older and a little wiser and have discovered that anyone, anywhere can develop a 
liking for jazz by starting with that part of all of jazz (Wynton Marsalis's term) that immediately strikes their 
fancy.  The jazz genre is so vast and multi-faceted, spanning ragtime, tinpan alley, Dixieland, big band, bebop, 
cool jazz, free jazz, fusion, and everything in between, and now includes world jazz—those unique and vibrant 
versions of jazz developed in countries outside the USA.   
 
For many people, Kind of Blue was this kind of first introduction to jazz and the album that turned them into jazz 
lovers.  It was also tremendously influential for composers of jazz, classical, and rock music, and it remains so.  
But this album won't appeal to everyone.  Listening to it requires almost the same thoughtful condition that 
went into its creation.   
 
But back to our modus operandi: Why should creative people listen to Kind of Blue? Let's break it down. 
 
"So What" cures that pointless need to rush around accomplishing nothing and feeling crappy about it 
afterwards.  It restores confidence in the inner self without babying the ego.  (It also contains the two-note 
mode on which the rest of the album is based.) 
 
"Freddie Freeloader" injects a shot of humour and fun into staid old prejudices.  An antidote to oppression from 
squares.   
 
"Blue in Green" as sweet and comforting to the afflicted soul as a chocolate orange.  Tender, loving, sad, 
sympathetic, and deliciously lovely. 
 
"All Blues" boosts the mind's auto-defense system.  Listen to this when you're getting into creation mode.  (Some 
great heart-pumping solos.) 
 
"Flamenco Sketches" is meditation music—the medication you take when you can't spend time alone beside a 
forest lake. 
 
Kind of Blue manifests seven of the Mindful Bard's criteria for music well worth a listen. 
 

• It's authentic, original, and delightful. 
• It stimulates my mind. 
• It provides respite from a cruel world, a respite enabling me to renew myself for a return to 

mindful artistic endeavor. 
• It's about attainment of the true self. 
• It inspires an awareness of the sanctity of creation. 
• It makes me want to be a better artist. 
• It makes me appreciate that life is a complex and rare phenomena, making living a unique 

opportunity. 
 
Wanda also writes the blog The Mindful Bard: The Care and Feeding of the Creative Self. 

  

http://themindfulbard.com/about
http://themindfulbard.com/
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Citing and Plagiarism Deanna Roney 
Whose Responsibility? 
 

Learning the various rules to citing work 
can be daunting, though necessary.  In 
my studies I have encountered three 
different citation methods: American 
Psychological Association (APA), Chicago 
Manual of Style (CMS), and Modern 
Language Association (MLA).  Each varies 
from each other.  While, I find APA and 
MLA to be close in style there are subtle, 
yet important, differences.  And, CMS is 
a beast of its own variety.  Often tutors 
expect us to understand these variations 
in style; and to apply them appropriately 
to our papers without their assistance.  
This can be a frustrating experience for 
students.  Especially when we lose marks 

on papers for incorrectly using them; or get accused of plagiarism because of sources incorrectly cited.   
 
In junior courses I have found that tutors will assist me in understanding the citation methods.  But once I am in 
intermediate or senior level courses they expect me to know how to use the citation method they want without 
instruction or be able to discern which citation method would best fit my paper.  When I was first told that I 
should know how to use the citation method and that they were unwilling to teach it to me, I was frustrated.  
As time has progressed though I have come to understand why this is.  At this level we are expected to be able 
to use these citations as near second nature.  The tutor is there to teach us the course material; not how to cite 
our paper which is something we should have learned by now.  I was used to dealing mainly in APA and MLA 
styles of citation when, in a senior level course, I was given CMS.  I was given minimal directions on how to use 
it—I was just expected to know-or be able to figure it out for myself.  And I did—with the help of friends who 
had graduated programs which predominately used CMS for citation.  Learning CMS was when it became clear 
to me why tutors do not "teach" us these styles, there is information readily available online and in style guides 
(which I now own, one for each of these styles.)  
 
Learning how to properly cite our papers is an important part of our education.  Giving credit where credit is 
due is a must.  Regardless of the paper or which style I am using, I have made it a habit to check my style guide 
and citations before submitting my assignment; because, as soon as I think I do not need to, I will create a 
Frankenstein-monster of APA and MLA.   
 
Is it fair for the tutors to expect us to be able to use various citation styles without their help? To deduct marks 
for improper citations? I don't claim to be able to answer those questions, though for myself I can understand 
why they take the stand they do.  I understand why they believe we should know how to, or how to figure it out.  
But, is it fair? Should the tutors tell us they will not help? Most of the time I have found that when asked I get 
more than a simple, "you should know this by now" but also a "here is a link if you need some help." Tutors are 
there to help with the course material, not things which we should have learned about in junior level courses.  
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This, I have found, goes for more than proper citation but also for grammar errors and punctuation issues.  The 
tutor will point out the problem but it is up to us to remedy it.   
 
The Student study manuals tell us that plagiarism, intentional or not, is a serious offence.  Non-intentional 
plagiarism is improper citation, lacking citation, or simply missing citations.  It is important for everyone to be 
familiar with the citation styles they will use.  Checking citations is something which should be part of the final 
edit of a paper.  One resource, which has been incredibly helpful, is the Owl Purdue website, it is a great tool to 
both learn and to refresh the details of each style. 
 
Deanna Roney is an AU student who loves adventure in life and literature 
 

 
Insights on AU Scott Jacobsen 
 

When I originally came into AU, I expected a moderate-
involvement university and a distance-based online community.  I 
had false premises for my inferences about the nature of online 
education.  I derived false conclusions in the tacit argument.  At 
the time, two important questions to me were "what provisions 
exist in contrast to in-class universities?" and "what community 
exists without in-person interaction?" (I'm still learning about the 
internal dynamics and organization for the answers to these 
questions.) 
 
I know the nature of digital and electronic media, and their 
atomizing effects on individuals.  I wondered a bit, in some idle 
moments, about the possibility for this in groups, collectives, even 
universities.  I knew some of the statistics in terms of monetary 
endowment, enrollment demographics, and some of the slogans 
about its status as the largest online post-secondary education 
provider in Canada.  All factual information, but devoid of first-
hand content – the details and the interesting parts of university 
life, for example, the people, the perspectives, and the places 
'coming' to Alberta for online education. 
 

So, I knew nothing of the individual community members, the university life online, the internal political and 
organizational dynamics, the influential (based on earned admiration and respect) educators and administrators (or 
even donors), or, in general, the major personalities in the university.  (And I'm still a bit in the dark, but it's 
improving.)  
 
"How integrated and networked is this university?" I thought.  Next, I needed to do some homework, some research.  
I set about looking for opportunities to become involved around the end of the first semester because I thought, 
"Why wait?"  
 
The answer to the first question was "quite a lot," and so there was no need to be too reticent and apprehensive in 
terms of the answer for the second question.  This continued apace into the early and (now) middle of my second 
semester.  To me, it seemed a fool's errand to twiddle my thumbs, sit on my buns, and complete course work alone 
without additional intellectual nourishment (or social contact with peers, or means of creative expression).  I wanted 
more from personal educational experiences, which meant I needed to put myself out on an emotional limb to 
contact those within the community and become involved.  
 

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/
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I expected, as with any internally-fuelled endeavour, hills and valleys in success and failure along the road.  There 
would be non-response e-mails, or direct correspondence that might come off sharp-edged, but that's part of the 
territory to finding the meeting points, or the meaningful contacts.  I expect the bad and hope for the good, but there 
are no guarantees.   
 
All of the opportunities and additional adaptations to the university would be included as time passed for me.  
Nothing quite surprising here, especially in terms of the expectations and vision of the university.  A regular student 
expecting a normal university.  It did not occur to the me the means a university can develop in its arsenal when 
specialized into the future of digital education.  Let's say a hut in the global village.  (Thanks, McLuhan) 
 
Now, I came into AU with the intention to become involved in numerous ways, but have found myself, far from the 
expectations, needing to invest far more energy and time into exploring the university in a very good, positive way.  
I had no idea, no clue, as to the level of possibilities in the university.  Take, for example, the three core domains of 
political, research, and journalistic possibilities at AU. 
 
For politics, I went about this in a semi-chaotic, but systematic fashion.  Chaotic in selection.  Systematic once 
selected.  I went into the Athabasca University Student Union (AUSU) website a bit and sent letters to some people, 
was re-directed and found myself talking to the president of AUSU - eventually on the phone for half an hour. 
 
For research, I contacted some AU researchers and professors.  This became the opportunity for research in the 
Learning Analytics Research Group.  Another decent opportunity to acquire some presentation, research, and 
collaboration skills, especially at-a-distance in the 'global village' era.  I found some fellow electronic tribespeople in 
the process, happily. 
 
For journalistic opportunities, I emailed many prominent and respected researchers for possible interviews in a 
journal that I founded and run, In-Sight: Independent Interview-Based Journal.  This lead into the more concrete 
possibility, and general idea, of writing for the student newspaper, which turned into opportunities such as this little 
ditty here.  This includes the first publication with the Campus Alberta Innovation Chair (CAIP) and Professor, Dr.  
Junye Wang, to enter into the archives of The Voice Magazine at AU.   
 
More often than not, you might read or hear at some time in educational life that you get out what you put in.  I 
found this to be of partial truth (sometimes), but often outright false.  Not in a bad way, but in a realistic 
acknowledgement of the statistical likelihood of potential opportunities fit for you.  In other words, one needs to 
acknowledge the fact of the matter, which means one might need to pivot with the failures, lean into opportunities 
of mutual benefit to all parties involved, and even, in some cases, selecting among competing, but equivalently 
desirable (for different reasons), opportunities. 
 
A more direct perspective, from experience: how much you get out of the university will not necessarily be in 
proportion to the amount you put in, in fact, it might be a bit off-kilter in terms of expenditure on your own part, but 
that's partly to do with personal temperament and methodology, and partly to do with openings in the varying 
opportunity market (volunteer and paid).  Some research groups' funding terms end at the time of contact.  Elections 
take time for student politics, and occur periodically and not sporadically.  Some interviewees have been done before 
for freelance writers/journalists.  That's part of academic life.  And after all, university is a controlled experiment, an 
abridged version of real life.  It takes assiduous work at times and dogged persistence, and failure is more assured in 
the short-term, but success is more certain in the long-term (with a good work ethic and resilience). 
 
One of the key aspects to each of the steps, and in the overall process, is self-motivation.  From one student to 
another, as a fellow traveller, if you want to have a better educational experience, you need to become more 
involved, no question.  It starts with you.  Opportunities exist, but with effort.  It is a process of give and take.  
 
But to be unmotivated, slack on work, and not roll with the punches, or even to not try in the first place, that's failure 
by definition. 
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Great Attributes 
 
When you look around your home or apartment do you like what you see? For this 
exercise let's assume we all live where our circumstances and current means 
dictate.  I might want a brand new two thousand square foot house closer to 
services and amenities.  But that just isn't possible as long as we're committed to 
farming land we own.  It is what it is, baby.  You might want to live in a thirty 
second-floor condo in downtown Edmonton but for now you live in the basement 
of a three-storey walk-up.  It is what it is.  At least for now. 
 
Despite the chasm between what we want and what we have, for now we are 
where we are.  Cultivating an attitude of gratitude for what is is always a good idea.  
Taking concrete steps in a plan to move on up or downsize or whatever is also 
prudent.   
 
The practice of mindfulness urges us to fully and completely live in the now.  Let's 
do it.  Décor magazines are full of low and no cost ideas for refreshing, recycling, 
upcycling, and repurposing household objects.   
 
It costs absolutely nothing to 'shop your home.' To look at what you already own 
and use it in a new location or new way.  Use the storage basket from your 
bedroom as a catch-all for hair products in the bathroom.  Re-style your bookcases 
by stacking some of your books horizontally, some vertically.  Create visual interest 
by interspersing vases, collectibles, and art.  Aim for continuity of colour or shape.  
Avoid the thrift shop look of an overcrowded mishmash.  If you ache to be a 
minimalist, you will purge your belongings.  If you buy into the belief system of 
Marie Kondo (the life-changing magic of tidying up) you will touch each object and 
ask yourself if it brings you joy as you decide what makes the cut and what is gone. 
 
If, like me, you have a large collection of vases and art, rotate your inventory, 
displaying some, storing others.  Hang a tapestry or rug on your wall as art.  Mark 
the changing seasons by swapping in or out heavier throws and pillows for lighter, 

brighter textiles.   
 
If you are more ambitious and want to invest some money and sweat equity, there is no end of projects to 
tackle.  Pintrest is a mind-blowing source of ideas.  A fresh coat of paint on the wall creates instant 
transformation.  It adds new life to furniture or accessories that are battered and beaten up.  No sanding or prep 
necessary with Annie Sloan chalk paint.  Wallpaper is experiencing resurgence if you dare tackle that project.   
 
My point, and I do have one, is that with creativity and a bit of money, we can update, refresh, renew our 
surroundings.  With the state of the economy we need to tap into our resourcefulness and the 'can do' spirit of 
our ancestors to get us through until times get better.  Come to think of it, those are great attributes anytime, 
from where I sit.   
 
Hazel Anaka’s first novel is Lucky Dog.  Visit her website for more information or follow her on Twitter @anakawrites. 

http://hazelanaka.ca/hazelswordpress/
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Making Peace 
 
Dear Barb: 
A friend of mine was recently diagnosed with Lou Gehrig's disease.  We 
have been friends for many years and I was devastated by this diagnosis 
and didn't know what to say to her.  She and her husband seem to be 
handling it well.  I feel so awful for them.  The only thing I know about 
the disease is that it was named after a baseball player and that the 
scientist, Stephen Hawking has had it for many years.  I just wish I knew 
the right words to say to my friend.  Do you have any suggestions on how 
I can be supportive?  Thanks so much Sandra. 
 
Hi Sandra: 
How unfortunate for your friend and her husband.  Lou Gehrig's is a 
devastating diagnosis.   
The main thing you can do is support your friend, and that may mean many 
things.  For example, be a friend, don't be afraid to discuss the disease with 
your friend and her husband.  Look it up on the internet, that way you will 
understand some of what your friend is going through, but don't believe 
everything you read on the Internet.  I don't know how involved you want 
to get, but they will eventually need support with preparing meals, 
housecleaning, transportation, the list is endless.  If that is not what you 
want to do, you can just visit and discuss what's going on in the world or 
some of your common interests, such as books or movies you both like.  If 
she is able, you can take her out to a movie.  Her husband will also need a 

break, so offer to sit with your friend while he does chores, or goes out for lunch with a friend of his own.  But 
really, you should ask them what they need from you.  Everyone needs a special friend.  Thanks for writing in 
Sandra. 
 
Dear Barb: 
My parents divorced when I was quite young.  My dad left and I have not seen him for twenty years.  Recently 
he contacted me and wants to see me.  I don't know what to do, I have made peace with the fact that he chose 
not be a part of my life and I am reluctant to see him again.  My sister has agreed to meet him and she says I 
should see him so I can make peace with my past.  I'm not sure what to do, thanks, Mark. 
 
Hey Mark: 
Thanks for your question.  This scenario is all too common these days.  What you choose to do is a personal 
decision.  Sometimes we think we have made peace with our past, but upon deeper investigation, we have really 
just pushed it away.  My advice would be to go with your sister and listen to what your father has to say.  Most 
likely he is at a point in his life where he wants to make amends with his children and I really believe you should 
allow him that opportunity.  It will bring you both peace, whether you choose to continue a relationship with 
him or not.  I hope this was helpful.  Good Luck.   
 
Email your questions to voice@voicemagazine.org.  Some submissions may be edited for length or to protect confidentiality; your real 
name and location will never be printed.  This column is for entertainment only.  The author is not a professional counsellor and this 
column is not intended to take the place of professional advice. 

https://www.als.ca/sites/default/files/files/ALS_Brochure%281%29.pdf
mailto:voice@voicemagazine.org
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AUSU 2016 General Election

Looking for ways to get more involved? 

Want to represent AU fellow students? 

The AUSU General Election is coming up, and all nine 
council seats will be open for election! Once the new 
council is voted in, they will also elect the three 
executive positions from among the elected council. You 
can find out more about the executive positions on our 
website here.  

The Call for Nominations will be from February 10 to 
February 17, 2016. All AUSU members will receive notice 
of the call by email and will be provided access to the 
nomination package.  

If you are interested in running for AUSU council, start 
thinking of a campaign statement! (75-100 words).  

Stay tuned for more details to come, or visit 
our website for more information.  

Treasure Hunting with AUSU! 

AUSU is diving into the world of geocaching! We will 
provide members with a FREE cache-ready box. Hide 
your very own geocaches filled with AUSU swag or 
search for fellow members’ caches! 

To request your geocache box, simply send us an email 
at admin@ausu.org with your geocache username and 
your AU student ID number. If you don’t have a geocache 
account, visit https://www.geocaching.com/. 

Once we have confirmed your AUSU membership status, 
we will send you a completely cache-ready box filled 
with great stuff, for free!  

Once you get your cache box and you’ve gone ahead and 
cached it, send us the coordinates, we’ll promote it for 
you, and then people will start looking for it! 

There are some rules and guidelines for geocaching that 
you have to be aware of, especially if you’ve never 
geocached before. Visit this website for information on 
the legalities that you need to know about geocaching.   

Email admin@ausu.org with any questions. 

IMPORTANT DATES 

• Feb 10:   Deadline to register in a course starting Mar 1
• Feb 10:   Call for Nominations for 2016 General Election
• Feb 11:   AUSU Council Meeting
• Feb 22:   AUSU Election Campaign Period begins
• Feb 29:   Deadline for exams for Jan 31 course end dates
• Mar 10:  Deadline to register in a courses starting Apr 1
• Mar 11:  AUSU General Election Polls open

This space is provided free to AUSU:  The Voice does 
not create this content.  Contact ausu@ausu.org with 
questions or comments about this page. 

https://www.ausu.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/AUSU_Policy_2_03.pdf
https://www.ausu.org/governance/elections/
http://www.geocaching.com/
mailto:admin@ausu.org
https://www.geocaching.com/
http://support.groundspeak.com/index.php?pg=kb.book&id=20
mailto:admin@ausu.org
mailto:ausu@ausu.org
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CLASSIF IEDS 
 

Classifieds are free for AU students! Contact voice@voicemagazine.org for more information. 
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	My advice to all students is to set a goal, and make a plan to achieve it.  Be willing to accept that you may face roadblocks along the way to your goal, but don't give up.  Theodore Roosevelt said "Nothing in the world is worth having or worth doing ...



